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FOR FREE AND IMMEDIATE RELEASE
NEW SAINT-GOBAIN WEBER LEVELLING COMPOUND MAKES SUPERFAST WORK OF SMOOTHING FLOORS
Saint-Gobain Weber, the specialist formulator and manufacturer of
innovative products for the construction industry, has launched the
rapid-setting weber.floor rapid levelling compound for domestic and
commercial applications where speed and performance is of the
essence.
New weber.floor rapid, a cement-based, self-smoothing and selflevelling floor screed has outstanding rapid-setting qualities and is
ready for light foot traffic in just 45 – 60 minutes while its fibremodified formula increases strength and resilience. It is ideally
suited for correcting irregularities on difficult surfaces including
wood; concrete slabs and pre-cast elements; existing ceramic and
rigid plastic tiles, as well as floating floors and floors with under-floor
heating in interior applications. Priming with weber PR360 is required
before application of weber.floor rapid to aid flow, maximise bond
strength and reduce pin holes. In humid situations such as kitchens,
bathrooms, spas and indoor pool areas, weber.sys protect tanking
system may be applied over weber.floor rapid.
“This intelligent renovation screed has excellent levelling properties
and bond,” says Tracey Dempster, marketing manager, Saint-Gobain
Weber, “and its rapid-setting performance will contribute
significantly to fast application and on-site efficiencies whilst
achieving superior performance.”
For technical advice Saint-Gobain Weber’s experienced advisors can
provide on-site guidance at the specification stage and during
application. Site visits, product demonstrations and problem solving
advice is also available.
For more information about this product, or for technical support,
please contact Saint-Gobain Weber on 08703 330 070, or visit
www.loveweber.co.uk. Customers in Ireland should call 028 9335
2999.
A free download of the ‘Redeem on the go’ App for iPhone and iPad
users is available from iTunes and from Google Play for Android
smartphones and tablet users. Follow Love Weber on Twitter
@loveweber for the latest news and updates.
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